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SEtTiOi\ FIRiiiT.

Give four classifications of names by which the Bible des-
cribes itself, with examples of each ?

Give number of books in Old Testament. Also in New
Testament ?

Give the number of writers, and time occupied in writing:
the Bible ?

—Give the classification of books whose number is five, in Old
and New Testaments.
Give the classification whose number is 12 ?

How many epistles did Paul write ?

How many General Epistles are there ?

SECTIO:^ KECONU.
—What are the two important elements that make up the
Word of God ? Give an illustration of them ?

-What term is used to describe the character of Bible facts ?

-What term is used to describe the writers of the Bible ?

-What is said to have been done for the writers in their
work ?

SECTION THIKU.
-Define what is meant by the study of the Bible for spiritual

profit ?

-What did we define the Bible to be, as between God and
man ?

-Give four periods of immediate contact between God and
man, and the manner of them ?

-At which of these periods does spiritual profit become pos-
sible ?

-Give some of the considerations upon which spiritual profit

depends ?

-Give four examples setting forth that the Bible is a present
voice to mai. ?

-Give four forms in which the Word as truth is presented to

man ?

-Give five places in which the Bible is to be used, and how
used in each ?

(live foui terms that describe the manner in which the Bible
is to be used ?

-Give four conclusions that follow from the Bible being so
used ?
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